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EURONEXT’S FASTMATCH EXPANDS IN ASIA WITH THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A MATCHING ENGINE AND NEW OFFICE IN
SINGAPORE
Euronext’s FastMatch is the first Electronic Communication Network to build a matching engine following
the Financial Services Industry Transformation Map launched by the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS)
New York, 26 March 2019 – FastMatch, Euronext’s Electronic Communication Network (ECN) for Foreign
Exchange (FX) trading, announced it is setting up a new matching engine in Singapore, which is expected to
be fully operational in the fourth quarter of 2019. In addition, FastMatch has opened a new commercial office
in Singapore to better serve customers in Asia.
This expansion in the Asian market reflects FastMatch’s ambition to be closer to its clients worldwide and
creates a strong development base to become a major FX marketplace in the region. The new matching
engine, which comes in addition to the matching engines located in New York, London and Tokyo, will allow
customers in various Asia-Pacific markets including Singapore, Australia and Hong Kong to benefit from an
improved trading experience and connectivity.
MAS aims to develop Singapore to be the global FX price discovery and liquidity centre in the region, as
outlined in its Financial Services Industry Transformation Map. It encourages key FX players to enhance etrading infrastructure by setting up their matching and pricing engines in Singapore, enabling regional market
participants to benefit from better liquidity and greater efficiency in executing FX transactions.
Kevin Wolf, CEO of FastMatch: “Euronext FastMatch’s decision to establish a matching engine and open an
office in Singapore is an important step that will make the company more relevant to new and existing clients
around the globe, and increase the availability of its best-in-class technology platform which is already
recognized for its speed, reliability, and numerous unique features. Euronext FastMatch’s expansion in
Singapore, which is currently the largest FX centre in Asia and the third largest globally, reflects its ambition
to create a strong development base in Asia. We are looking forward to working with MAS and appreciate
their active support to further grow the local financial ecosystem and our footprint.”
Alan Yeo, Executive Director of MAS: “We are excited that global FX players and platforms are building on
Singapore’s strength as the largest FX centre in Asia Pacific, and choosing Singapore as the venue to establish
their e-trading infrastructure in expanding their Asian FX business. Having more players like Euronext’s
FastMatch setting up in Singapore will support the formation of a regional e-trading ecosystem that will offer
better connectivity and more effective execution of trades. This will enable our FX market to better serve
Asia’s growing FX needs.”
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About Euronext
Euronext is the leading pan-European exchange in the Eurozone, covering Belgium, France, Ireland, The Netherlands, Portugal and
the UK. With 1,300 listed issuers worth €3.4 trillion in market capitalisation as of end December 2018, Euronext is an unmatched blue
chip franchise that has 24 issuers in the Morningstar® Eurozone 50 Index℠ and a strong diverse domestic and international client
base. Euronext operates regulated and transparent equity and derivatives markets and is the largest centre for debt and funds listings
in the world. Its total product offering includes Equities, Exchange Traded Funds, Warrants & Certificates, Bonds, Derivatives,
Commodities and Indices. Euronext also leverages its expertise in running markets by providing technology and managed services to
third parties. In addition to its main regulated market, Euronext also operates Euronext GrowthTM and Euronext AccessTM,
simplifying access to listing for SMEs.
Euronext FastMatch is an Electronic Communication Network for foreign exchange trading, which strives to offer its customers access
to large pools of diversified liquidity at unparalleled speed with complete transparency in the optimal location. Its award-winning
technology gives Euronext FastMatch an important speed advantage and has the capability of handling thousands of clients
simultaneously. Clients include retail brokers, institutions, banks, hedge funds, and proprietary trading firms. FastMatch is a company
of Euronext. FastMatch operates in Singapore through its wholly-owned subsidiary, FastMatch Markets Asia PTE Ltd.
Disclaimer
This press release is for information purposes only and is not a recommendation to engage in investment activities. This press release
is provided “as is” without representation or warranty of any kind. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy
of the content, Euronext does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Euronext will not be held liable for any loss or damages
of any nature ensuing from using, trusting or acting on information provided. No information set out or referred to in this publication
may be regarded as creating any right or obligation. The creation of rights and obligations in respect of financial products that are
traded on the exchanges operated by Euronext’s subsidiaries shall depend solely on the applicable rules of the market operator. All
proprietary rights and interest in or connected with this publication shall vest in Euronext.
This press release speaks only as of this date. Euronext refers to Euronext N.V. and its affiliates. Information regarding trademarks
and intellectual property rights of Euronext is located at www.euronext.com/terms-use.
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national laws, rules and regulations implementing the GDPR as provided in its privacy statement available at:
www.euronext.com/privacy-policy.
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